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        President’s Column 

It’s time for another issue of Subterranean 

Journeys. Here we are a two-thirds of the way 

through the year already. Just around the 

corner is my favorite time of year. I’ve always 

liked fall, even before, I was involved in caving. 

But, I appreciate fall and winter, even more 

now after spending the summer traipsing 

around in the overgrown woods dealing with 

the heat, insects and poison ivy.  It is a 

different world once the bugs go away and the 

 

trees lose their leaves. I’m really looking forward to the coming months and the chance to start 

adding more caves to the files. Hopefully, some of you will join me on a ridge-walking trip or 

two. There’s nothing quite like the feeling you get when you’ve just found an undocumented 

cave. Even if it’s not a long cave, it’s still a great feeling. 

This issue of Subterranean Journeys is a special one. All the articles were written by the late Bob 

Taylor with an intro by Jon Beard. While I never got to know Bob very well, I had the pleasure of 

caving with him a number of times back in the late 1990s when I was a member of the Ozark 

Highlands Grotto (OHG). While my memory of those trips is a bit foggy, one thing I do 

remember was Bob’s non-stop string of puns. He was quite a gifted punster. I wish I would have 

gotten to know Bob better. I know a lot of you have many memories of Bob and I’ve heard lots 

of great stories about him.  

Hope to see you all underground in the coming months. Enjoy the issue! 



 

Charley Young 

 

 

Above: Bob Taylor in the small, shallow entrance to Possum Pit, a Greene County 

cave he discovered in the 1970s and could not find again for about 40 years. After 

the elusive entrance was located the second time, Bob was sure to map it before it 

could be lost again!  Photo: Jonathan Beard 

Introduction 

The Writings of Robert L. “Bob” Taylor, NSS 7133-RE 

By Jonathan Beard, NSS 21408-RL (CO-FE)  

The articles in this issue were all written by Bob Taylor just before and during his membership to 

Springfield Plateau Grotto. For one reason or another, Bob never submitted the material for 

publication.   

Bob’s articles are a joy to read. He infused his caving reports with humor as only he could do, no 

matter how serious the trip.  His reports graced the pages of many past publications in Heart of the 

Ozarks Grotto (The Ozark Caver) during the latter half of the 1960s, School of the Ozarks Troglophiles 

(The Underground Leader) during most of the 1970s, Ozark Highlands Grotto (The Ozarks 

Underground) from the late 1970s to the early 2000s, and more formal reports and essays for the 

Missouri Speleological Survey (Missouri Speleology). For many years, Bob was also an MSS Director 

representing HOG, OHG, independent cavers and SPG and his regular activity reports for the MSS 

Liaison were filled with humorous anecdotes and asides.  

As most of Bob’s caving trips involved cave surveys, it was always refreshing not only to see one of his 

artistic maps, but also pleasing to read about how the survey came to be from his unique perspective. 

He was a master at his crafts, both mapping cartography and his writing. 

I hope you have as much fun reading his reports as I did. 
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Old Birds at Buzzard Cave 

Robert L. Taylor, NSS 7103RE (FE) 

Introduction 

This article tells of a mapping trip some years past to a spectacular Texas County (Missouri) cave 

known as Buzzard Cave. After recently redrafting that cave's map to correct some mistakes made on 

the original 2006 version, I thought that now might be a good time to resurrect this report. 

A few weeks before the mapping trip detailed below, Roy Gold and I had joined with Chouteau 

Grotto member and friend Jim Huckins to go looking for this cave. We first mistook nearby Bend Cave 

for Buzzard, and were disappointed, for while Bend was interesting, it didn’t really live up to our 

informant's (Bob Glock) description as “spectacular,” except for the scenic view. And even that was 

mostly occluded by trees. Meanwhile Jim had wandered off, but soon called Roy and me over to 

admire the view of the Big Piney River valley from the top of a bluff about 100 yards to the east of 

Bend--it was a great view! We then noted a curiosity, a wooden statue of an owl inside the remains 

of a hollow tree just to the east of the bluff. Next to this was a trail heading down. We followed the 

steep trail down and found the real Buzzard Cave directly below the crest of the bluff. 

Buzzard Cave readily fits Glock's description as spectacular, not only because of its impressive 

entrance—80 feet wide and 20 to 30 feet high, but also because that entrance opens out at about 

the midpoint of a nearly 110-foot high bluff face. From the base of the bluff a slope leads down a 

considerable distance to the Big Piney River and the view from Buzzard's opening is pretty much 

unobstructed, providing a frame for a great view of the river and valley. After admiring the expansive 

scene from its entrance and taking some photos, we headed back home. 

Once back in Springfield I emailed Scott House, our cave files person and received back the agreeable 

news that Buzzard Cave had not as of yet been surveyed. Roy and I soon found a spare day and a 

spare Jack Rosenkoetter for a return trip to the cave. 

To the Cave 

On the 31st day of May 2005. three “old birds” set out for the wilds of Texas County to match wits 

with Buzzard Cave. The three of us, Roy Gold, Jack Rosenkoetter, and I left Springfield about 9:45 

a.m. in Jack’s Explorer. After a series of non-adventures, we reached the parking place for the cave 

and were soon hiking across a field in route to it. We soon ran across the trail that leads to the top 

of the bluff directly above the cave. 

I decided to begin my efforts by setting up a sketch profile of the bluff and cave to show their 

vertical relationship on my map. A profile of a cave or bluff is similar to a "silhouette" of a face, 

except that the cave silhouette is usually done by careful measurement, that is, by survey tapes and 

instruments and rarely by "eyeballing" alone (and I've never used scissors to cut out a cave profile). 

In addition, a measured cave/bluff profile often includes details of the geological formations that 

make up the bluff as well as secondary deposits (sediments, breakdown and speleothems) found in 

the cave--information like this can help the viewer understand the cave and its surroundings better 

and moreover, adds to the map's aesthetic value and to the viewer's appreciation. 
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  To begin this process I set a station at the edge of the bluff at what I thought was directly above the 

center axis of the cave below. While I did this, Roy made his way down the trail to the cave to make 

a second station directly below mine. After a short fight with a rather playful wind, which blew the 

tape in every direction except down, I finally succeeded in getting the free end of the tape down to 

Roy’s level (courtesy of a small branch acting as a weight). Roy then yelled something that I couldn’t 

make out over the wind, but I finally understood him to say the tape was “hanging 30 feet out in 

space.” His advice was to move my up-top station to the east along the bluff, albeit a less desirable 

location for a profile line, being 20 feet away from the cave centerline and a bit more than 10 feet 

lower than the bluff top, but I could adjust for this later when I did my sketch. As soon as we had 

established the vertical distance between our new stations--47 feet--I wound up the tape and made 

my way down to the cave via the "owl" trail (though the owl statue was now missing--having been 

"flown" off, I suppose) and understood why Roy had been unable to reach the tape on our first try--

the cave floor along the centerline axis of the cave is recessed more than 20 feet inward from the 

overhang, the result of the trenchant efforts of a now vanished cave stream.  

That cave stream had greatly entrenched the cave floor despite the latter being made up of thick 

and resistant sandstones and cherts (the Roubidoux formation?). However, the resistant layers had 

been resistant enough to prevent the cave stream from cutting down to the bluff base in a gradient 

representative of the homogenous character of the rest of the bluff. Instead, the resistant layers 

had led to only one elevation for the water to leave the cave as a waterfall from the cave entrance. 

The resistant floor of the cave had likely also been the reason why the cave had originally formed 

along the horizon it had; as a perched feature atop those resistant layers. 

At the station Roy had re-located to the east of the cave centerline, the resistant section of the 

lower bluff protrudes beyond the upper part of the bluff enabling the trail (and those on it) to reach 

the cave--the cave stream hadn't focused its efforts here. His survey station just next to the trail 

had the benefit of providing an unobstructed view into the cave for our first in-cave survey shot. 

The Survey Begins 

After a short break we began the cave survey. My map, growing gradually, revealed that while the 

entrance of Buzzard Cave faces SE, the wide passage within steadily swings from SW to NW to 

almost directly west before ending in breakdown in only about 120 feet. Passage widths range from 

about 80 feet wide at the cave's dripline to about 70 feet wide nearly 30 feet before the passage 

end. At the collapse end it increases to a width of ____ feet with a 10-foot westward extension out 

of which a slight air flow emerges. This may signal another entrance some distance to the west or to 

the existence of more passage. Passage heights in Buzzard Cave range from 20 to 30 feet at the 

entrance--the larger of these two measurements indicated the entrenched floor--to about 10 feet 

high just before the cave's collapse end. The cave ceiling along this profile is mostly level from the 

dripline except for a short bump-down, ____ feet in. After only 10 feet the ceiling again rises to the 

original level. Otherwise, it is the cave floor that leads to the variability in height and the floor 

gradually rises towards the rear of the cave. Floor sediments cover the irregular chert and 

sandstone floor are residual in nature and are overlain by a number of small to medium-sized 

breakdown pieces and blocks. 
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With the plan view of Buzzard Cave essentially completed, I next sketched a profile along the length 

of the entrance chamber and joined that to the vertical profile I'd drawn of the upper bluff. The 

combined sketch looks a bit odd, in that, the cave floor has been so recessed from the overhanging 

bluff face by the cutting back and down of the cave stream that the cave silhouette has a 

pronounced under bite, making it look as if the cave/bluff could use extensive dental or maxillary 

work (perhaps covered by the Forest Service's dental plan?). Then, as I was now ready to continue 

the vertical profile all the way down to the bluff base, I soon found there was another problem. I 

couldn't see the section of bluff directly below the cave, an area even more recessed than the well-

under bitten (the "indented") cave floor itself, giving the whole a weak chin (facial reconstruction 

surgery anyone?). We would now have to find our way down to the bluff base to examine this 

unseen area to find out what had caused this indentation and so that I could know how to show it on 

my vertical profile. 

Now we would have to find our way down to the bluff base to examine this unseen area to find out 

what had caused this indentation and so that I could know how to show it on my vertical profile. 

Down Below 

While Roy went in search of a trail down to the base of the bluff, I finished up a few odds and ends 

along the main cave horizon, chiefly some cross-sections, then Jack and I did a quick survey of a small 

cavelet on the west side of Buzzard Cave's large entrance--this was fringed on the east with bedding 

plane anastomoses. This cavelet was blocked by collapse after only 22 feet. Finally, I was finished 

with everything except for the lower, hidden part of the bluff. I needed to see what Roy had found 

below.  

He had indeed found and followed a trail, a steep one leading down to the bluff base and had already 

set a station directly beneath the one we'd set at the edge of the drop next to the cavelet. I dropped 

a tape line from that station and Roy called up the distance --46 feet, just one foot shy of that we'd 

measured from the top of the bluff to the trail station just outside of the cave entrance. 

After carefully making our way down a rather precipitous trail to the base of the bluff, Jack and I 

found Roy at a recessed amphitheater-like feature that sits directly below the stream-notched center 

portion of the floor of Buzzard Cave. This was the bluff's "weak chin" and the reason why we could 

not see that area from above. It seems likely that the indentation is related to the blowback from the 

waterfall emerging from Buzzard Cave above, which had been sufficient to sculpt this solutional 

feature in the soft dolomite below the resistant strata. As the Amphitheater is related to the 

development of Buzzard Cave and is situated well within that cave's dripline, I decided that its 

survey—plan and profile—was necessary to complete the cave map.  

We stretched out two tapes from Roy’s station, which he’d conveniently placed on a ledge, five feet 

above the base of the bluff and just west of the amphitheater. While I sketched, Roy and Jack 

speculated as to why someone had cut down several trees at this level, as there are a number of 

stumps near the bluff face. Their conclusion was that this was likely done to ensure a good and 

unobstructed view of the Big Piney River from the main cave level above. I finished my sketch and 

began the climb back to the cave level, again the trail was quite difficult, though a bit easier going up  
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than down—especially once I followed Roy’s lead and spread-eagled my way up, almost 

chimneying. 

We gathered our gear together and were sure not to leave behind the many new friends 

we’d made today—ticks and chiggers—nor forget the fun of completing a challenging 

surveying project in quick time. We drove off, then tried and failed to find a good spot for 

us to take photos of Buzzard’s entrance from the bridge over the river (the sun was at a bad 

angle this late in this afternoon), or from across the river in a picnic area which we hiked 

around in but gave up before we could find a good spot from which to see the cave. 

We then ate at Mom’s Restaurant in Houston before leaving for Springfield.   

Mom did herself proud! 

Robert Taylor and his ever-present survey sketch 

book. Photo: Roy Gold 
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Anti-Caves and Ill-Tempered Dogs 

Robert L. Taylor, NSS 7103RE (FE) 

Ruark Caves 

In late August of 2005, Roy Gold and I decided it was about time for a cave trip to somewhere. 

“Somewhere” soon become Dade County and the date for the trip became Saturday, 

September 3rd. Roy wanted to see if he could find some caves that he’d been to in that county 

many years ago, ones that he only vaguely remembered. As some of Dade County’s caves reside 

on my list of favorite caves, I readily agreed. They appeal to me as they are often upper level 

dry, large-volume conduits, a result of long development times. This is both good and bad, in 

that, while large in cross section the caves in Dade County are usually soon truncated, as 

surface erosion has also had time to do its thing. 

To add to my brew of reasons to go, I needed to map a small (one-sheet) cave to use for an 

upcoming Illustrator Workshop for drafting cave maps, courtesy of Scott House. But in that I 

couldn’t think of a small Dade County cave to survey, since I have either already surveyed most 

of them in the past or have had trouble locating the ones that had not been surveyed, my 

thoughts turned to Dade County’s southern neighbor, Lawrence County. Several Ozark 

Highlands Grotto (OHG) cavers recently found a small unmapped cave there, called Ruark Cave 

# 5. Surveying it would give me a complete set of mapped Ruark caves under my name, as I had 

surveyed the first four of them in the 1970s. And the Ruark caves are so close to the major 

Dade County cave area; they could even be some of the “Dade County” caves Roy vaguely 

remembered. A brief stop there was fine with him.  

A Warning Shot Across the Bow 

We left Springfield about 10 a.m. and headed directly to the Ruark area to look for #5. That we 

might not find the cave seemed possible, if not likely, as I had received only vague email 

directions to it from Jon Beard. But vague, as I was to find out, is about the best location 

anyone could supply for this particular cave. 

After a bit of confusion on the drive there from my mistaking one crossroads for another, we 

arrived at the owner’s house. The only one to greet us as we drove up was a dog in the 

driveway. It seemed friendly enough as it didn’t bark, but just trotted off to the porch. As I was 

knocking on the front door, it kept nosing at my leg like the way my son’s dog, Shadow, does, so 

I reached down to pet it. That was a mistake, as it demonstrated a definite lack of fellow feeling 

by biting me on my right forearm. This left me a “bit” surprised. My first thought was “rabies,” 

but since I didn’t find any break in the skin (later confirmed by an isopropyl alcohol test—no 

burn), I didn’t worry too much about it. Fortunately, the bite had apparently been meant as 

more of a warning shot across the bow (shot by a bow-wow?) than a real attack. Of course, I did 

check an internet site on rabies about five days later and found that rabies’ symptoms usually 

begin to show up in about four days. So, as I hadn’t started foaming at the mouth at the OHG 

meeting the night before (on the 7th), I thought I was probably okay (sometimes there is enough 

foaming at the mouth at those meetings without my adding to it). I’ll definitely suspect all 

strange dogs from now on except for my son’s dog, Shadow.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Of course, he does stare at me a lot and he is more than a little strange. My son, Matthew, thinks 

he got that way from living around me. 

As no one answered my knock except for that deceitful, biting, mangy dog (hey, I don’t take things 

personally), what were we to do? We didn’t want to leave without looking for the cave, so I left a 

note on Roy’s Jeep, as I didn’t think the owners would mind our going to the cave. (Of course, I 

also thought their dog wouldn’t bite—but then, maybe the landowner would say “That is not my 

dog!” in imitation of one of Peter Seller’s famous Inspector Clouseau routines.) We set off, and 

immediately ran across Ruark Cave #3, a cave that is hard to miss, as its entrance is a large open 

gash just west of the owner’s house.  

Ruark Cave #3 

We decided to look at it and climbed down the south end of the sink beneath a wedged-in rock, 

and were confronted by several possible ways to go. We first ducked into the passage of least 

resistance, a relatively large opening to the east. This immediately turned into a nice large trunk 

with mostly dead but still attractive speleothems. The large passage soon ends, leaving us a low 

side passage to check out. I’ve been there and done that, and so strolled back to the entrance to 

wait for Roy. While waiting I thought I could hear a murmur of water beneath the debris of the 

entrance area and thought thoughts of digging down along the wall and possibly finding a cave 

stream. Then perhaps we would find an integrated Ruark Cave System deep below the wooded 

hillside. I didn’t start digging as the “river” noise was probably just my imagination mixed with 

stray sounds from the surface. Roy soon rejoined me and we returned to daylight, just to 

scramble into more darkness on the other side of the sink. This westward–trending passage isn’t 

as large nor as lengthy as its opposite to the east and we spent only a few minutes in it. Ruark 

Cave # 3 didn’t remind Roy of any of his Dade County memory caves. We then climbed back to the 

surface and headed south to seek the fifth cave.  

The Anti-Cave 

To my surprise we had little trouble finding it, even though, at first I wasn’t sure that we had, 

given that “it” was just two small dirt-lined pits in the floodplain of Turnback Creek. A cave just 

didn’t seem to belong here; it being far “afield” from the other Ruark caves in terms of character 

and location. Moreover, it is located in an anti-cave place, as it is not near bedrock outcroppings 

or has any appreciable surface relief (typical of this area). But when I looked more closely I saw 

bedrock peeking out from under the overhanging soil and what looked like openings into a cave at 

the bottom of both pits. I called Roy over. He then climbed down into the larger one to see what 

was there and confirmed that it fit Jon’s description of Ruark #5.  

The Survey 

Roy stayed below while I did a quick solo survey between the two surface sinks for a profile 

sketch. The northernmost and smaller entrance of Ruark Cave #5 is only about five feet deep and 

nearly the same across. The opening into the cave at its bottom is not quite ready for prime time 

caving, being just a bit too small for us to fit through without digging. The southernmost entrance 

passage is about 4 feet tall and 4 wide. A narrow cobble-filled ceiling channel runs along its length. 
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While Ruark Cave #5 is not a glorious cave and not a biggie, even by Dade or Lawrence County 

standards, it is interesting due to its unusual setting and geological character. We also found an 

interesting “bug” in the larger sink. This bug had what looked like a silver-colored pup tent on its 

back. Roy looked at it closely, counting legs, and determined that it was some type of a spider. 

Given the pup tent the spider may not be indigenous to the cave, but just camping out, I suppose. 

I took several photos of the cave, but didn’t get one of the spider. 

We climbed out of Ruark #5, then made our way (a very round about way) back to the Jeep. If 

we’d run across Ruark Cave #4 on the way back, we would have explored it, but as we didn’t, we 

didn’t. Anyway, we needed to head to Dade County to seek out the source of Roy’s memories. As 

we were out of water and quite thirsty, it being a hot day, we also needed to find a store to buy 

sodas. 

Off to Dade County 

We drove off and made a long, roundabout journey to the major cave areas of Dade County, via 

the towns of Everton, (a store in the middle of nowhere to buy sodas), Dadeville, Greenfield and 

South Greenfield. We passed turnoffs to such well-known caves as Lon Odell Memorial Cave (the 

driveway to which I pointed out), Doc Wilson (which I gave a general vague wave at, after we 

passed…I think), Van Hooser, Hall, etc (the last two I only vaguely alluded to as well, as they both 

are a ways off the road and I would have to have to check a road map to find them myself—it 

being some time since I’d been to them). None of these vague wave-at locations tended to stir 

Roy’s memory much, so we continued on to an area that I know has interesting caves that are 

mostly within sight of the road. 

Carrico Cave Et Al 

Ironically, this cave-rich area is just north of the Ruark area along Limestone Creek, and as our 

prime target for the day, it might have worked better to go directly north to these caves from the 

Ruark area rather than the almost complete circle I’d had us make. Only the need to go to a store 

first to quench our thirst made this journey really necessary. By the way, “Limestone Creek” is a 

wonderful name to me. It virtually yells, “caves be here!” However, it doesn’t need to yell very 

loudly (it only gurgled today) as most of the caves are quite obvious from the road and I already 

knew where to look, having surveyed them in the not-too-distant past. I was able to point out to 

Roy such notables as Roadside, Crawling, Pump and Carrico. Since Blindhorse Cave is not visible 

from the road I just waved in its general direction. Roy’s memory was now stirred, he’d definitely 

been to Carrico before and probably in one or two of the others, but without going in any of the 

others there was no way to tell for sure. Unfortunately, some years back the landowners had 

closed these caves. As it was getting a bit late we didn’t stop to see if the owners had changed 

their minds since those dark days. Today at least we’d made a more solid cartographic memory of 

one more Ruark cave and probably solidified Roy’s memory of some Dade County caves—so a 

part of the requirements for a trip to “somewhere” was satisfied. 

We then completed the circuit back to Lawrence County and returned to Springfield 
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Along Ash Grove’s Dripstone Trail 

Robert L. Taylor, NSS 7133RE (FE) 

Three SPG members, Jon Beard, Roy Gold and Bob Taylor met at 10 a.m. at Springfield’s north 

Wal-Mart Super Center on Sunday January 6, 2008, then left in Roy’s truck for Ash Grove Cave. 

The main purpose of this trip was to enable Bob to continue his long-running survey of this large 

and complex cave. While he did that, Jon and Roy planned to do some photography and 

restoration. 

The three of us drove directly to the cave and parked near the Dry Fork entrance (aka Sewer 

entrance) and were soon making our way to the cave, finding the short trail to that entrance a 

confused mess of downed tree limbs apparently left over from January 2007’s  ice storm as well 

as already-weakened limbs that had fallen since then. Once we’d threaded our way through the 

limbs, we were happy to find that the cave wasn’t currently pirating Dry Fork Creek into the 

entrance, a second possible obstacle to our survey. An active piracy here might prevent us from 

being able to get through an area which ponds up 150 feet within. If we couldn’t get into the cave 

here, we’d have to climb the hill to enter Ash Grove Cave by either the Skylight Entrance or the 

Sac River Entrance. And, if there were a lot of water flow coming into the cave here, we might 

still be out of luck as we’d still be able to get only into small segments of the cave through this 

entrance. Otherwise, both entrances are fine, but because each would require extra time and 

effort, we wanted to forgo that pleasure. 

Though we were pleased with the lack of water flow, we did see that it was quite damp inside 

showing recent flooding. And two washed-in car tires, presumably stolen by the “pirates” from 

the town of Ash Grove, which the creek runs through, also indicated recent water flow.  

What makes the tires worth mentioning was the fact that one of them was standing upright and 

was half buried in sediment in the bottom of the “pool,” where water can pond and cut off entry. 

The now-dry pool used to remain filled long after rain events and would only empty over the long

-term by evaporation. The bottom of the now dry pool is a new drain point apparently permits 

water flow. The standing tire is evidence that water descends here.  

Jon, who usually conducts an inventory of cave life during cave trips, started checking at the pool 

area for recent bat signs. Failing to find any he continued to check as we made our way through 

the cave, finding some ceiling indications at various locations as we made our way through the 

rest of the cave. But as there was no corresponding guano on the floor beneath the ceiling stains, 

he couldn’t testify to recent bat habitation. Of course, any evidence dropped on the cave’s floor 

by bats might well be erased by subsequent flooding. 

Under the Skylight Entrance 

Soon we were under the Skylight Entrance, always an impressive sight and one that usually 

inspires some “time out” for admiration before cavers continue into one of the three passages 

leading off (or four, if you count the Skylight itself). After some contemplation and talk, we 

climbed into the Signature Room, whose name testifies as to the type of vandalism it suffers. 

Continuing the tour, we then scrambled into Halfling Hall, an excavated passage, well-suited for 3

-foot high “Little People” or Halflings, but a little awkward for us “wholelings.”  
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While I always feel grateful to these little people for digging a trench so that we don’t have to do 

the “bellycrawl” to pass through, there is the negative —the open access makes it easier for 

vandals to enter and destroy what is left of Dripstone Trail, the large decorated passage beyond. 

After the heads down of Halfling Hall it is always impressive to emerge into the open blackness 

of Dripstone Trail where we could lift our heads and vision. We followed the passage around to 

the east and north along the line of my survey stations and found my ending station without 

trouble. I had four survey tapes along so that we could set up a number of survey lines before I 

started the sketch so that I wouldn’t need to soon stop the process by calling on Jon and Roy to 

help set up more stations. It is also easier to draw continuous detail on a survey sheet by using a 

spread of tape lines. We very carefully shot front and back azimuths and verticals along three of 

the tape lines, which I then very carefully plotted on my sketch sheet extending off the detail I’d 

added on my last survey trip here. I began my work, drawing in the dense detail, while Jon and 

Roy went off to do their thing. Well, things; photography and conservation. 

Ash Grove Cave Incredible Despite Vandalism 

Despite the heavy vandalism, Dripstone Trail is still very impressive and well worth the effort to 

take photos. I could at first see occasional flashes of lights as Jon and Roy photographed some 

speleothems back towards the intersection with Halfling Hall, then after a time I didn’t notice 

any more as they apparently had begun their restoration efforts. Restoration work is pretty 

much a never ending task in Ash Grove Cave, as all such efforts can only mitigate some of the 

horrendous vandalism the cave has suffered over the years and continues to suffer. It may not 

seem worth it, but as vandalism may be in part a contagion, for if one lessens the obvious effect 

of old vandalism, one might also inhibit new vandalism—perhaps some individuals would then 

go in with “clean” minds. Besides, vandalized or not, Ash Grove Cave is still an incredible cave 

and quite an unusual cave for southwest Missouri—it well deserves care and respect. 

Above: Roy Gold poses beside a large broken stalagmite that was repaired 
eventually. Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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Here we paused to examine some 

unusual red-stained fluids, apparent 

iron discoloration, oozing out of ceiling 

cracks. I hadn’t noticed there on the 

way in as we were intent on getting 

into Dripstone Trail to do our work, 

but we found much more “bleeding” 

today than we had ever seen before. 

Some were also found in Chaos Hall on 

the way out. My guess is that the 

increased rainfall has helped push this 

iron discoloration into the cave.  

 

Left: Ash Grove Cave fungamite.  

Photo: Jonathan Beard 

We left Dripstone Trail, ducked down and again did the Halfling Hall crouch in the opposite  

direction, until we could stand up in the Signature Room.  

We emerged from the Sewer entrance into the remnants of an unusual January 6th day—71 

degrees—a record breaker. I love “unusual” like this, but unfortunately, the rest of the ’08 

winter would be known for a less agreeable sense of unusual: far below normal temperatures, 

ice storms, weather-related closings of schools and colleges, and finally, record-breaking rains 

that led to heavy flooding of caves and streams during March and April and continuing into the 

summer. I personally would remember this year for one of the worst flu’s I’ve ever had—this 

would cause me to miss SPG’s February 13th meeting, a rare happening on my part, and the 

year’s second trip to Ash Grove Cave (on the 24th of that month), a trip again slated for survey 

and restoration. As it turned out, I could have felt wonderful and still not have surveyed on 

that day as the cave was flooded almost to its brim with water and had even developed 

waterfalls, something I personally haven’t observed there since a trip to it in the 1960s. All of 

the flooding makes me wonder if that tire is still standing upright in the standing pool or if it 

now floating on the Sac River or are there new drains developed for water flow. I also will 

remember this season for the strangest fall on ice I’ve (and perhaps anyone has) ever suffered, 

but even more oddly I accomplished that discombobulation of Bob (and recon-Bob-ulation?) 

without injury. This happened at home and not at Ash Grove Cave and may not be relevant 

here except to show how I tend to fall apart between trips. 
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Sunstroke Excursions (For Whom the Phone Rings) 

Robert L. Taylor, NSS 7103RE (FE) 

Hearing a ringing out in the middle of nowhere was perplexing and maybe worrisome, given the 

real possibility of the onset of sunstroke on this very hot and humid day, but I soon realized that 

the sound was coming from my pack and not my head--I'd left my cell phone on and had stowed 

it inside the pack. While I don't normally accept phone calls at caves, I did--this time, as it was my 

son Matt. He had a headache and wanted to know the whereabouts of the Tylenol we keep at 

home. I answered as best I could, said goodbye, put my phone back in the pack and got back to 

the search for caves in the unforgiving "wilderness" of Cedar County. 

Destination – Cedar County 

Roy Gold and I had a number of reasons for deciding on Cedar County as a destination for this 

June 26th (2010) trip. The primary one was that it would be fun to go caving in a county we'd 

never caved in before. And while new to us, Cedar County is just next door north of someplace 

old and familiar, Dade County. Dade County is rich with fine caves; our trips there, both mapping 

and recreational, have been numerous and productive over the years (and stretch back into the 

dim beginnings of some of our first cave trips). Perhaps, by the rules of proximity, there might be 

numerous caves in Cedar County which will pay off in many future field trips to that county. Or if 

not, how might the caves there be different or even exotic, reflecting the peculiar geological and 

topographic circumstances of that county? 

To find out more I emailed Jon Beard, as he has up-to-date M.S.S. files. Jon in turn revealed that 

Cedar County has no mapped caves out of 16 known, not many when compared with Dade 

County's total of 56 of which 23 are mapped. Of course, that might result mostly from the fact 

that little fieldwork has been done in Cedar in comparison with Dade. Indeed, native of Dade 

County, Lon Odell had found most of the known caves in that county back in the 50s and 60s and 

it might just be the case that Cedar County did not have its own "Lon Odell." Most counties could 

have used one or more of him. 

Indeed, the only SPG member (as far as I know) to have even looked for caves in Cedar County 

was Jon Beard, who'd tried to find Stockton Cave. This cave was said to be located in the town of 

that same name, but as he was unsuccessful, that cave remains one of those legendary in-town 

but now missing caves that many southwest Missouri towns seem to have. Most are rumored to 

now have entrances in basements now (perhaps with accompanying legends concerning secret 

meetings or dark cults and sacrifices. Unlikely perhaps, but who knows what goes on beyond the 

mundane facade of small towns? 

Hopefully, Roy and I would have better luck than Jon had finding (and surveying) caves on our 

upcoming visit. We would start on a positive note by not seeking Stockton Cave. One concern for 

us was the forecasted hot weather; we intended that our visit would also involve no more than a 

short, easy hike through light ground cover----no long wilderness foray that might do us in.  

Unfortunately, Jon himself was not available for this trip, suffering instead some sort of a 

breakdown (cave) that Saturday, thereby cutting down our already short list of what Scott House 
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calls the "usual suspects" (not that he suspects, I suspect, our involvement in any nefarious 

activity; he uses this term to designate that short list of SPG members who usually go on SPG 

trips). For my part, given my perverse (but nice) nature, I prefer being called an "unusual 

suspect," not wanting to fit into or be defined by any rigid category. 

The caves listed for Cedar County are mostly concentrated on three quadrangle (topographic) 

maps, two of which I didn't have, but I knew where I could get copies. The internet is one 

obvious source, but instead of downloading free snippets of these maps, I drove to the other 

source, Springfield Blueprint, our local dealer in rare paper quads, where I used to buy actual 

paper copies. Prices for these quads used to be three or four dollars each (and sometimes free 

at M.S.S. meetings), but are now "antique" priced at $9.50 apiece. I did it as I had the money 

and inclination. Despite spending over $20.00 up front for the two. no installment plan 

available, I knew these original topographic maps would be well worth their high price. Their 

large coverage area (75 sq. miles) and the fact that they are printed on heavy stock paper make 

them useful to plan trips and make them fairly durable in the field. Topographic features shown 

on these maps are often useful in helping to reveal the area's underlying geology as well as 

show the area's drainage patterns, both of which might help indicate caves. The new Cedar 

County maps were no disappointment in that regard, topographically, I found a number of 

interesting looking knobs and hillocks, isolated features that when combined with often 

unusual drainage patterns seemed to argue for the existence of an interesting assemblage of 

rock types, structure and erosional history. 

At the end, however, as we were mostly seeking caves, I was left with the impression that we 

were unlikely to find large numbers of them in southern Cedar County and that the caves we 

were likely to find would be in "pockets," as is the pattern presented by the 16 known caves in 

the M.S.S. files. Of course, there may be other unknown caves there or even bunches of caves--

we would have to see. These maps also revealed a lot of topographic differences between 

Cedar and Dade counties, ones that seem likely to translate into differences cave-wise, likely 

fewer numbers and generally smaller caves in Cedar. But differences as well as similarities is 

what exploration is all about--it is not just about finding more of the same, but finding the new 

and unexpected--indeed, to expand one's world. 

And Then, Getting There 

The targeted Saturday morning arrived hot and bright (as one might expect a June 26th 

morning to be), and once Roy picked me up at 10 a.m., we were on our way. In less than an 

hour we were in a sparsely settled area of Cedar County, driving somewhat parallel to Bear 

Creek. Our destination was four closely associated caves, allocated along a hill that abuts that 

creek's east side. On the second try we found the landowner, a friendly man who gave us 

directions to the caves, which he said were (collectively) called the Hammons caves. As we left, 

Roy gave the cave owner a copy of Caring for Your Karst, SPG's publication for cave owners. We 

then drove west, following a dirt road for a mile or so to the proper area, then parked near an 

old collapsing house the owner had mentioned. Here the road seemed to get worse, so Roy 
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parked his vehicle, not wanting to risk damage. While this would make for a considerably longer 

walk to the caves than we'd planned, we thought that would be no big deal. 

We began heading downhill first from Roy's car, past what appears to be an abandoned "family" 

cemetery with small sandstone tombstones (likely hewn out of the host bedrock that tops the 

hills in the area), most of which had fallen over, then made it part way across a flat floodplain 

before seeking shade under a welcoming tree. We were already feeling somewhat oppressed by 

the heat (mid 90s) and high humidity, but continued on after a short rest as we both had plenty 

of fluids along to help keep us hydrated, and anyway, we were expecting to soon bask in cool 

cave air.  

We crossed a creek then climbed the east flank of the low hill that contains the caves (on its west 

side), hiked north along its right flank to some power lines and turned west, thinking that 

crossing the hill beneath those lines would be an easy route for us. We might even be able to 

follow them directly over the hill to the caves. However, after struggling through a lot of foot-

grabbing weeds and briars beneath the lines, we found the west down slope of the hill to contain 

an impenetrable thicket--there was no traversable way down. We then turned north into a 

slightly less impenetrable thicket to try to find our way down to the valley cut to the north of the 

knob. Most of this looks easy and straightforward (on my expensive topographic map--it shows a 

nice short distance through areas that are colored a nice cool green [for generalized vegetation]) 

but nearly all of this effort was accomplished in direct sunlight set to "bake" and much of our 

path (especially along the "easy" traverse beneath the power lines) was thick with leg-grabbing 

weeds and briars. And the bedrock is near the surface along most of our route and that seemed 

to collect the heat, so with the sun above and the earth below the day was set to "bake." 

Part way down to the small outlet valley to the north of the power lines, the so-called easy route 

with still a barely penetrable thicket. I once sat down to rest in the shade waiting for Roy to catch 

up--he soon emerged out of the "jungle" behind me complaining about the deep and bloody 

scratches on his arms, he looked as if it he'd been in a fight with a Bobcat and had barely 

survived. His short-sleeved shirt had provided little protection. I on the other hand (arm?) had a 

long-sleeved shirt on and so fared better while pushing through the briars but its dark color was 

very effective in soaking up a lot of sun and was not letting any breezes pass through to me 

(fortunately, I didn't have to worry about "wind chill"). 

At this rest stop. we discovered one important, though unadvertised, use of my antique topo 

map, it can double as a fairly effective fan. Finally, as my expensive map was starting to become 

a little dog-eared from this sweaty misuse as we passed it back and forth, in that we weren't 

getting all that much cooler, I put it away and we continued on, moving down into the flat of the 

small valley where we found a trail. We turned west and then south along this trail as it runs 

between Bear Creek and the hillside where the four caves are said to be located. 

The First Cave 

We soon ran across what we took to be Trickle Cave. The "trickle" likely refers to the fact that 

there is only a trickle of water coming out of its entrance, but for us, who were expecting  
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 quantities of cold cave air to bask in, that name might also refer to the unfortunate fact that the 

cave's cool air could only be generously described as a trickle--every once in a while I could feel a 

small puff of air. The cave is only 30 feet long and so too small to produce much air and provides for 

no deep shade. No total darkness here, except possibly on a very dark night, and that only if you 

squeeze yourself  into the cave as far as you can thereby plugging up the small passage. If you meet 

all those conditions you might find total darkness or total shadow. We cooled down as much as we 

could, mostly by resting in the shade near its entrance and  got GPS readings and photos of Trickle's 

entrance. Finally I found a beginning station under the dripline and Roy pulled the tape for 30 feet 

into the cave's gradually tapering length to its end. He found a sighting light and I took compass and 

clinometer readings along that line to that point, and I finally sketched the cave feature around it, a 

process that took only a very few minutes as i moved inward--my sketch yielded diminishing returns 

of cave--it was narrow and had a mostly bedrock floor. 
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Left: June 26, 2010. Robert Taylor at the horizontal entrance to Pinnacle 

Cave,  Cedar County, Missouri.   Photo: Roy Gold 

The Next Cave 

We then decided to look for the other three caves and soon ran across a second cave just to 

the south of Trickle. Its entrance is 4 and 1/2 feet high and 12 wide, with the latter 

dimensions continuing inward along an arc to describe a semi-circular entrance chamber. At 

first glance, this chamber seems to be all there is to the cave, but as this cave blows a good 

breeze, definitely of the basking-in variety that we so desired, we knew there must be more 

to it. 

As I could see an opening in the cave ceiling situated directly above a pile of rocks and 

dirt, I moved in under the dripline and squeezed atop the pile, peering upward and found 

a fairly roomy upper E-W linear chamber. The chamber or passage looks to rise 10 to 15 

feet above the entrance chamber and seems to continue deeper into the hill to the east 

and a few impassable openings led out to the bluff above the cave entrance. I felt a 

desire of redoing a profile of the cave and could already see that it would be neat. 

Because the cave's strong breeze seems to indicate an upper-level entrance to the cave, 

that information, when combined with its entrance dimensions and location, seemed to 

fit "Through Trip Pit Cave." Later we found out the cave is also known as Pinnacle Cave, a 

better name we thought.  
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I didn't explore further at this time as I really didn't want to expend any extra energy unless we were 

going to survey it, and neither Roy nor I felt like doing that today, given the long, hot hike we'd made 

to the cave and a similar or even worse one awaiting us as we made our way back to the car. The 

cave would also take a fair amount of time to do and so would have to be mapped another time. 

Even the cave's cool air hadn't really seemed to rejuvenate us--we seemed to continue to de-

juvenate, instead and apparently a little too far along in the direction of sunstroke for any quick fix. 

After waiting out a brief rain in the shelter of the cave entrance, a rain that didn't cool anything, we 

moved out from the bluff and cave to get GPS readings and entrance photos. Beyond its interesting 

profile TTPC has one other especially interesting morphological feature, one not so obvious until you 

move out away from its entrance; there seems to be a rock "frame" or casing that protrudes all the 

way around the cave entrance, looking as if the cave and frame came together a part of the one 

design--this is quite peculiar (courtesy perhaps of Custom Cave Designs-CCD), [perhaps one of the 

aforesaid peculiarity of caves in a particular county is due to its unique geological and topographic 

conditions.] Or maybe the cave was pre-fabricated from the cave factory--the cave was shipped and 

placed in the proper location, but the construction team ran out of money to buy enough bluff 

material to go around the cave entrance. 

The Great Escape 

Before leaving for Roy's jeep we half-heartedly looked a bit further along the trail for the other two 

listed caves (so that we could at least do the minimum that day--GPS and entrance photos), but gave 

up when we didn't immediately find them--it was just too hot to risk expending much more energy 

and struggle through the heavy brush would be too much for us today especially as the trail was less 

well-defined to the south. Next time, in cooler weather with perhaps less ground cover and with the 

knowledge of where to go and where not to go we will hopefully get the two not yet found caves 

GPSed, photographed and then all three remaining caves surveyed.  

Our escape route didn't precisely follow the route we'd used getting to the caves, instead of climbing 

back over the hill we followed the trail east along the valley bottom cut north of the cave knob into a 

floodplain of that small creek to the east of the knob--we wanted to keep as level as possible and out 

of any thick enervating brush and briars (Roy might not survive a second bout with the wildcat). After 

a time, we crossed the small creek at the same place we'd crossed on the way to the cave, but 

instead of continuing to follow the road back we moved in under the tree line in order to take 

advantage of the shade--too much direct sunlight might invite that sunstroke we were increasingly 

worried about.  

While Matthew's earlier phone call had indicated that we were obviously just a simple phone call 

away from help--a rescue team might not travel at the speed of light.) Fortunately, the ground cover 

wasn't thick under these trees, so provided no problem for us. 

At one point on the way back I tried to bluff a bull to move out of our path so that Roy and I could 

hike along the road, which was now the easiest path back to the hill and the car. But as if showing off 

for all the adoring cows, the bull stood its ground giving me a rather menacing look.  
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So, (being "cowed") to avoid a confrontation of the bovine variety Roy and I were steered to a 

broken down part of the fence that we had to step over and then had to hike through more 

heavy boot-grabbing, energy-sapping weeds to bypass (all) the bull. Having to run from an 

angry charging bull, might have given us both sunstroke and at least one of us a trampling (the 

one who turned out to be slower). 

(Finally we passed through a gate and got back onto the road, with only the last hill to climb. 

We stopped at a final pool of shade under a tree before Roy continued to his vehicle. I stayed a 

bit longer, drank some water, called my son to see if his headache was gone, it was--and with 

no more excuses remaining, I followed Roy. I passed the sandstone tombstones we'd seen on 

the way down, but as I didn't feel a part of the family, decided not to linger--no final "rest" 

there. (Later, I considered that this is a strange place for a cemetery as it would have had to be 

excavated in the sandstone bedrock. There seemed to be little dirt on the upper slope of the 

hill for them to dig in.) Instead, perhaps they are cenotaphs for a family or even markers to 

commemorate those overheated cavers who'd died there. Then again, maybe they are just 

slabs set up to resemble tombstones. 

Once I arrived at the car, Roy was inside with the air conditioner going. Despite my strong 

motivation to get out of the heat and away from there, I was very lethargic and tried to change 

clothes--(I read later that lethargy is one of the symptoms of heat exhaustion). I eventually 

finished, we drove off and I only had to leave the air conditioning of the car once more to open 

a gate, before taking a longer respite with food and fluids at a Stockton Restaurant. After that. I 

began to return to what passes for normal (for me). 

 

 

August 2004. Robert Taylor 

sketching details in Devils 

Slide Cave, Greene County, 

Missouri. The cave survey 

and his map were completed 

posthumously in 2015.  

Photo: Charity Hertzler 
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 A Return to Cedar County - Two Returns, But No Deposit 

Robert L. Taylor, NSS 7133RE (FE) 

Roy Gold and I returned to Cedar County on March 17, 2011 to survey one or more of the 

remaining caves known locally as the Hammons Caves. These caves pop out along an isolated 

bluff on Bear Creek. 

We first dropped off the map of Trickle Cave to the cave owner and then, after a bit of driving 

and generally easy hiking, found ourselves at the cave site. We planned to survey Pinnacle Cave 

(aka Through Trip Pit Cave), but decided to seek out and GPS Bearcreek Cave first--the largest of 

the four known caves and one of the two we hadn't found on our first trip thanks to the heavy 

vegetation, the heat and generally near sun-stroke conditions on our first trip on the 26th of June 

last summer. It turned out to be easy to find today, I basically walked right to its ample entrance; 

it is also not far above Bear Creek. I was the first to reach it and took a few minutes before Roy 

arrived for a quick look inside of the cave. As I did so, I peripherally noticed some black "thing" 

stuffed high in a ceiling crack over a climb-up over breakdown a few feet inside the cave's main 

passage. I didn't look closely, dismissing it as maybe a bat or bats. After Roy arrived and got the 

cave's GPS location, he entered and looked more closely at this thing, it was a black snake! Both 

of us thought it would be very interesting if the snake suddenly dropped out of the crack to girdle 

one of our necks as we passed below--that Indiana Jones type of experience is one that I don't 

really need. But that would take a clumsy snake and I'm sure the snake wouldn't have gotten 

where it was today if it were clumsy. 

Since we were already at Bearcreek Cave we decided that it made little sense to struggle over to 

Pinnacle Cave, survey it, then struggle back to do Bearcreek; we might as well survey the cave at 

hand first. I began by doing an exterior survey, including in my sketch some interesting jointing 

along the bluff to the north of the entrance several feet away and then along the bluff to the 

south around a bend, where another small entrance (or cavelet) opens out--later dubbed the 

"Bearcreek Cave Annex" or simply "Annex." It is not a separate cave, but getting in or out of the 

cave via this "entrance" would be impossible, as it becomes too small. I sometimes like to include 

the surface around a cave's entrance if it is part of a cave's context, for the entrance area of a 

cave is often not just an opening or void in a rock face, but is instead a part of a complex of 

entrance phenomena (entrancing phenomena), and detailing that helps to understand the cave--

helps to put it in context. 

The entrance of Bearcreek Cave is about 12 feet wide by 12 feet high, providing to the viewer a 

slightly "tented" shape. As is usual with tents, especially ones I erect, both walls tend to cave-in a 

bit. Here, this concave shape is restricted to the top four feet and is due to a ceiling channel 

pouring out of the cave entrance along its centerline. 

About 30 feet inside of the large Bearcreek Cave entrance and about 10 feet before the 

breakdown climb-up (Snake-drop Junction?), a small west-trending passage runs off  the 

southwest wall, but only goes ten feet before it is filled and as a result, it's a very stubby looking 

thing. This short passage segment would probably, if not filled, emerge as a third entrance 

between the main entrance and the Annex. However, that the Annex passage apparently 
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connects with this passage seems likely because a small upper level ceiling channel takes off of 

the stubby passage's south wall and then turns west to parallel that passage, but at a slightly 

higher level --the trend of the annex, both plan and profile, coincides well with this little 

channel making it likely that they are the same passage. While the connection would be too 

tight for human passage, air movement inside the stubby passage indicates that there is a way 

through to the outside world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirty feet to the east in the main passage beyond the stubby passage is that six foot climb up 

over breakdown ('ware the snake overhead). At this point, Snake-drop Junction, just beyond 

the breakdown is a junction (obviously), a passage that takes off to the south--this runs 40 feet 

to a rapidly ascending passage to a collapse end with air--no traversable entrance here. 

 What seems to be the main passage continues to the east beyond this passage, but it also 

ends in collapse, after abruptly lowering to a four-foot high passage and following an upward 

trending passage. Air is also felt here. Later, the owner would tell us that Bearcreek Cave used 

to have a second, but now collapsed entrance but he couldn't say which of these was that one. 

In general, Bearcreek Cave has a passage configuration that resemble a lazy or soft "X" and at 

first glance it seems to show that there is a main passage with one side coming in, but one 

main passage from the east collapse end to the main entrance, but an inspection of the 

map and an examination of the cave itself makes one think.... 

 

Left: Robert Taylor sketches at the entrance to Bearcreek Cave, Cedar County, Missouri. Right: A look 

inside the cave. Photos: Roy Gold 
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While at first it seems that what one might call the cave's main passage development was pretty much 

east to west, the actual development and movement of the larger "main" passage seems to have 

come from the south and then out the main entrance--the profile shows this to be more likely despite 

some collapse that might confuse the issue. Indeed that passage to the east that seem to be a 

continuation of the main actually seems to align better with the… 

Once we'd completed the survey of the 188-foot long Bearcreek Cave, Roy and I left for home. It was 

too late to struggle over to start Pinnacle Cave and start its survey and I wanted to be fresh before 

doing that cave. Naturally, we stopped in Stockton for dinner and this time got a roast beef sandwich 

with green mashed potatoes, presumably in honor of St. Patrick's Day. 
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Wrap-Up Trip to Hammons Caves 

Our final, wrap-up trip to these Hammons Caves, was to be on March 26th, but the weather 

forecast soon began to change for the worse for that day, the predicted highs dropping from the 

50s in increments of two to three degrees per day until that the day before dropped it a further 

ten degrees. And it was supposed to be wet and when that Saturday arrived in was all of that 

and more, the high was only the upper 30s and the rainfall quite precipitate, quite wet-and very 

nasty! So, of course, we cancelled! I could imagine how miserable any attempted survey of 

Pinnacle Cave could be, we would already be wet from rain and from crossing a creek and would 

then be exposed to cold air rushing through the cave thanks to its two entrances at different 

elevations. We would have frozen to death instead of our attempted dying of sunstroke. Indeed 

when we did survey Pinnacle Cave, this time on a warm and summer day, very pleasant!--we 

were both a bit chilled from the air rushing through, but we could live with it. 

However, we would have to finish up these caves before it warmed up, briared up and ticked up 

too much, as we would not repeat the miseries of our first trip during the summer. The next 

Saturday, April 2 was ideal for the trip. Roy and I arrived and found Pinnacle Cave without any 

trouble and while I started setting up the survey, Roy went off in search of our last unlocated 

cave, Step Cave, a small cave that should complete our efforts along this small bluff on Bear 

Creek. As with Bearcreek Cave, I found that the immediate bluff area outside of Pinnacle Cave 

deserved a sketch as well (for context), so I shot seven splay shots--made easy by compass and 

disto--to describe the entrance area. I had pretty well finished the sketch when Roy returned 

with the news that he'd found what he thought to be Step Cave. We would need to check that 

cave's description later to make sure. 

We began the survey into Pinnacle. The first shot runs inside of the dripline of the lower cave for 

18 feet to an obvious peak on an obvious rock atop a (obvious?) debris pile. This point is situated 

directly beneath an opening into the cave proper (the low-lying entrance level chamber seems 

to be is only a passage segment but its alignment away from the upper level trend may indicate 

that it is only a remnant of a now-buried passage). I noticed immediately that most of the rocks 

in the pile were sandstone and that their origin seemed likely to be the now-missing ceiling of 

this lower cave chamber. Naturally this made me wonder if the rest  of the lower chamber's 

ceiling might also be subject to collapse.  

It seems as if the lower chamber and the upper level cave were originally not connected by any 

sizable opening and then solution from above loosened the sandstone layer along joints 

between the two until that layer collapsed making a bluff above. Given the character of the 

breakdown I've seen in the cave it seems that portions of the cave might still be susceptible to 

collapse, probably with little obvious cause. Beyond, the survey snakes up into the upper level 

cave into a canyon-like passage. I then followed Roy up into a narrow canyon passage that runs 

off to the northeast from the climb-up. I was immediately surprised as this upper level was 

much smaller than it appeared to me during last summer's brief look up into it (interestingly, 

Roy had the same impression).  
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Perhaps the heat had really messed us both up and we were hallucinating? The cave above this opening 

and a way along this passage to the east are actually quite tight. Behind me and to the west, are two 

openings into the bluff above the entrance--these are not obvious from outside and helps make an 

interesting profile. [This NW-SE alignment being the same alignment as the lower room. It may be that 

the lower entrance chamber is now the only portion left of a lower level cave running to the NW-SE.]  

I followed Roy along the narrow canyon passage to an upward trending passage, then out to a second 

entrance. This 15-foot entrance, though climbable, has some loose-looking sandstone boulders hanging 

above, so we demurred and turned around to leave Pinnacle Cave by its lower entrance. 
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Then, I sketched the pit entrance from above and a rough profile along the surface to the lower 

entrance. While the cave's plan view is not spectacular, the cave's profile is  impressive as it goes up 

about 50 feet in that short 65 horizontal feet. 

 Pinnacle Cave is over 70 feet counting sloping passage and vertical segments, which in many cases 

should be counted. A true horizontal cave length is 65 and the passage of Pinnacle Cave rises 50 feet 

from its floor just along Bear Creek to its top rim of the upper entrance. 

I surveyed Pinnacle Cave at 10 feet equals an inch, since the cave passage is very narrow and detail 

would be difficult to note at my more usual scale of 20 feet equals an inch.  

Having finished Pinnacle Cave, Roy and I briefly returned to Bearcreek Cave, where Roy took photos 

of the vaulted ceiling in the cave, while I shot several survey shots to tie down some elevations of the 

east passage entrance and the stubby passage so that my sketch could better portray the apparent 

relation them.  

After Pinnacle, Roy and I relocated Step Cave, a cave with two steps; the first, a 2 1/2 step to get into 

the cave and a five-foot chimneyable step 10 feet within the cave. At this point. to get into an upper 

level one must chimney up and pass through an interesting oval-shaped hole. The upper level runs to 

the east for only about 10 feet before becoming too low. 
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As for rock type, except near the bottom with the thin sandstone horizon that collapsed and 

those obvious sandstones near the top of the upper entrance, the rock unit the cave is formed in 

is not very sandy and both feels and looks like a dolomite, perhaps the Ordovician-aged Jeff 

City-Cotter. 

I tried to determine the nature of the cave's bedrock, but as mentioned above, I had little luck 

identifying it precisely as a dolomite or a sandstone. It seems to be more sandstone toward the 

top of the cave and more dolomitic the further the cave descends, but the whole is a mix. 

Originally I thought that the walls of the cave were dolomites and that an overlying sandstone 

cap prevailed for Bearcreek Cave, as thick sandstones are notable along the crest of the hill 

(including impressive cross-bedding), but subsequent investigation revealed that the geology is 

not so simple, for while the upper rocks in the cave indeed seem to have a higher portion of sand 

within than the lower. The lower portions of the bedrock, at least those found in Bearcreek Cave, 

do not seem to be an easily identifiable dolomite--the rock itself seems to be really 

heterogeneous in character and that has helped give these caves an interesting character. 

We returned to Roy's Jeep, again did the Stockton thing, no green mashed potatoes this time and 

finally ended up back in Springfield. 

November 2010. Roy Gold 

handles his photographic 

equipment, while Robert 

Taylor sketches a profile 

and map for Blakemore Pit, 

Polk County, Missouri 

Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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About SPG  
Springfield Plateau Grotto (SPG) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization made up primarily of southwest 

Missourians who share a common interest in cave conservation, surveying and management. Project-

oriented, the group works in tandem with public agencies and private landowners to enhance 

understanding of caves and foster awareness of the importance of conserving the cave environment. 

SPG works in cooperation with the Missouri Speleological Survey to document, map and study caves 

and is a cooperating member of the Missouri Caves & Karst Conservancy. 

SPG is very serious about our commitment to the well being of Missouri's caves and the cavers who 

visit them. Our members are active in cave exploration, mapping, restoration, gating and management.  

SPG membership in the organization is not automatic upon payment of the dues. If you are interested 

in exploring membership with us, please visit the SPG website and attend our monthly meetings.  

Thank you for your interest in SPG and our endeavors. 
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